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We present a scalable method for the control of ion crystals in a grid-based surface electrode Paul
trap and characterize it in the context of transport operations that sort and reorder multispecies
crystals. By combining co-wiring of control electrodes at translationally symmetric locations in each
grid site with the site-wise ability to exchange the voltages applied to two special electrodes gated by
a binary input, site-dependent operations are achieved using only a fixed number of analog voltage
signals and a single digital input per site. In two separate experimental systems containing nominally
identical grid traps, one using 171Yb+-138Ba+ crystals and the other 137Ba+-88Sr+, we demonstrate
this method by characterizing the conditional intra-site crystal reorder and the conditional exchange
of ions between adjacent sites on the grid. Averaged across a multi-site region of interest, we measure
sub-quanta motional excitation in the axial in-phase and out-of-phase modes of the crystals following
these operations at exchange rates of 2.5 kHz. These conditional transport operations display all
necessary components for sorting qubits, and could be extended to implement other conditional
operations involving control fields such as gates, initialization, and measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the original platforms suggested for quan-
tum computing more than 25 years ago [1], trapped
ion systems have maintained their status as a leading
candidate for gate based quantum processors. Trapped
ion qubits have been used to demonstrate the published
world records in two-qubit gate fidelity [2, 3], single qubit
gate fidelity [4] and state preparation and measurement
error [5]. In conjunction with the all-to-all qubit connec-
tivity enabled by ion transport operations [6–8], trapped
ion quantum computers have raised quantum computing
performance benchmarks such as quantum volume [9] to
new heights [10].

Existing trapped ion quantum computers typically
have achieved all-to-all connectivity using linear Paul
traps, which use a combination of low bandwidth con-
trol electrodes and an rf potential to provide confine-
ment [7, 8, 11]. In the quantum charge coupled device
(QCCD) architecture, the control electrodes are lever-
aged to create an array of discrete confining locations
(“wells”) within the linear trap. Ion pairs co-trapped in
a single well are entangled through their shared motional
modes [12]. Arbitrary qubit connectivity is then realized
by co-trapping target qubits using operations that merge
and separate wells along the trap, interleaved with swap
operations that reorder qubits within a well [8, 10].

Trapped ion quantum processors with one-dimensional
geometry suffer scaling limitations as the number of ions
increases. The increased length of the trap becomes an
engineering challenge, while the poor linear scaling of
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sorting time with qubit count presents a fundamental
barrier [13]. Some measure of success has been achieved
by obviating transport and instead using the collective
normal modes of a long linear chain of ions trapped in a
single potential well as a bus for interactions among the
ions [14–18]. Long chains also encounter severe scaling
obstacles, including low axial frequencies that are chal-
lenging to cool, increased crowding of radial motional
mode frequencies, and gate times that scale with chain
length [19].

A proposed solution for scaling the size of ion traps
is a 2D (or 3D) grid of short linear traps connected by
junctions. Proof-of-concept demonstrations of transport
through such junctions have been performed [20–27], in-
cluding high-fidelity, low heating transport for single-ions
[23] and multispecies crystals [27]. In particular, multi-
species junction transport eliminates the need to separate
a qubit ion from its sympathetic coolant [28], vastly sim-
plifying the transport operations required for ion sorting
[27] and mid-circuit cooling.

Without a mitigating strategy, the number of control
electrodes and associated wiring elements scales linearly
with the number of ions in the trap. This “wiring prob-
lem” is a common issue that is shared by many quan-
tum computing platforms [29]. In the ion case, this scal-
ing challenge has been partially alleviated through co-
wiring, or “broadcasting”, of individual control signals
across multiple surface electrodes in order to perform
the same operations on multiple wells in parallel [10, 30].
This approach allows storage of more ions with fewer
analog signals but does not fundamentally change the
scaling, as individual control electrodes must be incorpo-
rated throughout the trapping array in order to perform
arbitrary sorting. A recent proposal suggested supple-
menting broadcasting with a switch network between the
DACs and electrodes, making the co-wiring dynamically
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configurable. As a result, a single, multi-bit input to the
switch bank per site could determine which set of DACs
is connected and therefore which sorting operation occurs
[13].

In this work, we experimentally demonstrate the trans-
port operations for sorting qubits in a grid-based rf Paul
trap based on a new, scalability-focused transport prim-
itive termed ‘center-to-left-or-right’ (C2LR). This new
primitive enables independent control of the well trajec-
tory in each grid leg using a single digital control signal
per site and a fixed number of analog signals indepen-
dent of grid size. The C2LR primitive can be combined
with global shifts and rotations to implement higher-level
operations required for a full qubit-sorting algorithm,
namely site-dependent swapping of qubit pairs between
adjacent legs through their shared junction and site-
dependent reordering of ion crystals. In two experimental
setups using nominally identical traps, we test these site-
swapping operations with either 171Yb+-138Ba+ (Yb-Ba)
or 137Ba+-88Sr+ (Ba-Sr) two-ion crystals and show that
these crystals remain in their motional ground state at
swap rates exceeding Γswap = 2.5 kHz, paving the way
for large scale, periodic, 2D ion traps with practically
realizable wiring demands.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

The surface trap presented here is a 2D tiling of square
cells, each made of a pair of 375 um long linear Paul seg-
ments connected at 90 degrees by an X-junction (Fig. 1).
Two systems use this trap to both demonstrate the flex-
ibility of the design but also to pursue different potential
benefits: Yb-Ba is a thoroughly tested pair with existing
demonstrations in junction transport [27] as well as com-
mercial operation [8, 10], while Ba-Sr is an attractive
alternative species combination requiring no ultraviolet
light for trapping and control, a favorable trait for opti-
cal systems in general and integrated photonic structures
in particular [31]. Individual ions are loaded through a
hole through the entire trap stack using neutral flux from
atomic ovens and standard photoionization techniques
[32]. Crystals are formed by shifting ions away from the
load hole where a combine operation joins two wells into
one.

The rf confinement is provided by a single, continuous
electrode that uses sub-surface routing to connect oth-
erwise separate top metal traces (Fig. 1). An rf voltage
V (t) = Vrf sin (ωrft) with amplitude of Vrf ≈ 180 V is
applied to trap Yb-Ba crystals, while a smaller voltage
of Vrf ≈ 167 V is used to trap Ba-Sr crystals, due to the
smaller total mass. In both experimental setups the rf
voltage is driven at a frequency of ωrf/2π ≈ 42 MHz
through a cryogenic rf resonator. Segmented control
electrodes located on or near the trap axis provide the
dynamic control over the electric potential required for
transport operations. In addition, large shim electrodes,
located off the trap axis, are used to compensate large-
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FIG. 1. Representative drawing of the top metal detail-
ing the rf rail (red), generic control electrodes (yellow), spe-
cial center-to-left-or-right electrodes (C2LR, shown in pur-
ple), shim electrodes (green), and ground plane (gray). The
rf rail is continuous; the apparently isolated top metal features
are connected through traces routed beneath the surface [10]
The generic control electrodes are co-wired between equiva-
lent locations in each leg. Lettering on several such electrodes
illustrates the pattern. All measurements here use legs in the
3× 2 region at the center of the grid (bold).

scale, static potential inhomogeneities. The shim elec-
trodes are held at 0 V except during split/merge opera-
tions or while the ions are idling in the leg centers.

The majority of the electrodes in the trap are phys-
ically co-wired according to the translational symmetry
of the trap (Fig. 1). In each leg, there are 12 broadcast
control electrodes, two shim electrodes and two center-
to-left-or-right electrodes (C2LR, described in the next
section). The junction center electrode included in this
count is shared by horizontal and vertical legs. The four
electrodes surrounding the junction center are indepen-
dently wired for testing purposes but are counted among
the broadcast electrodes as they are tied together in soft-
ware for all presented operations. The C2LR electrodes
are located on either side of the leg center electrode and
can be controlled independently. While the trap is sym-
metric under 90 degree rotation, vertical and horizontal
legs are wired independently.
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FIG. 2. Illustration and validation of the center-to-left-or-right (C2LR) primitive. (a) Voltages V1 and V2 can be applied
either as V1 → C1, V2 → C2 for a rightward shift (C2LR-R) or V1 → C2, V2 → C1 for C2LR-L. The red and blue traces are the
resulting simulated ion trajectories for the as-solved waveform (C2LR-R) and with C1 and C2 voltages exchanged (C2LR-L).
(b) Simulated motional modes of a Yb-Ba crystal during the C2LR waveform, showing: the axial in-phase (XCOM) and out-
of-phase (XSTR) modes, two pairs of radial stretch (RSTR 1 and RSTR 2) and radial center-of-mass (RCOM 1 and RCOM
2) modes. (c) Depiction of C2LR running in two vertical and two horizontal legs. The voltage exchange in the experiment is
equivalent to these cross-over switches but is realized in software. (d) Thermal occupancy after cooling and C2LR operations,
averaged over both directions and all measurement locations, remains low to speeds of at least 8 m/s. (e) Thermal occupancy
as a function of the number of round trips at a fixed transport speed of 6 m/s with linear fits, reported in Tab. I. In (d) and
(e), error bars represent one standard deviation on the mean.

III. CENTER-TO-LEFT-OR-RIGHT PRIMITIVE

At the core of our two dimensional ion transport pro-
tocol is the C2LR operation, where crystals are shifted
left or right depending on how two voltages, V1 and V2,
are mapped onto the two C2LR electrodes, C1 and C2

(inset Fig. 2(a)). If the mapping between electrodes and
voltage sources is fixed, as is the case in the experimental
systems here, then C2LR in conjunction with broadcast-
ing reduces the number of additional analog signals per
zone required to control the trap down to two. How-
ever, a cross-over switch (double pole, single throw) in
each leg could be used to dynamically control the map-
ping between the two voltages and C2LR electrodes with
a single binary input. In this case, transport in an N
site trap could be controlled with a fixed number of ana-
log signals (here, 27), N digital inputs, and N crossover
switches.

To generate the C2LR primitive, we impose mirror
symmetry about the center of the legs on the applied
voltages, tying pairs of electrodes on opposite sides of
the center together in software. Crucially, the voltages V1

and V2, applied to C1 and C2 respectively, are permitted

Crystal XCOM ∆n̄avg XSTR ∆n̄avg

(mq/round trip) (mq/round trip)

Yb-Ba 18.5± 1 1.0± 0.6
Ba-Sr 12.5± 0.7 2.8± 0.3

TABLE I. Motional excitation per C2LR round trip based on
sideband asymmetry for Yb-Ba and Ba-Sr crystals at a fixed
linear transport speed of 6 m/s (see fit in Fig. 2(e)), where
mq is one thousandth of a quanta

to vary independently (inset Fig. 2(a)). With this single-
exception mirror-symmetry constraint, we solve for a lin-
ear transport segment [27] that shifts the ions 63 µm
to the right from the zone center (Fig. 2(a) and (c)).
The wells are constrained such that the axial center-of-
mass frequency remains constant during the transport,
at ωXCOM/2π = 1.4 MHz for Yb-Ba and ωXCOM/2π =
1.85 MHz for Ba-Sr, while the radial mode frequencies
are free to vary (Fig. 2(b)).

The axial symmetry of the electrode geometry about
the leg center in conjunction with the constraints de-
scribed above implies that exchanging the voltages ap-
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plied to the the C2LR electrodes (V1 → C2, V2 → C1),
will move the ion crystal to the left with an equivalent but
mirrored trajectory compared to the as-solved rightward
shift (Fig. 2(a)). In this demonstration, the re-mapping
is done in software, though the outcome is identical to if a
cross-over switch were used. As the horizontal and verti-
cal legs are symmetric but independently wired, there ex-
ist equivalent operations for conditional upward or down-
ward shifts that can be implemented in parallel with the
conditional horizontal shifts described above. (Fig. 2(c)).

A method for scalable ion sorting with similar ambi-
tions was recently proposed by Malinowski et al [13] with
two key differences from the experimental demonstration
here. First merge, swap, and split operations are fun-
damental primitives in their sorting algorithm, while the
proposal here uses only linear transport through junc-
tions. Compared to the 1D merge, swap, and split strat-
egy, these linear shifts–even through junctions [27]–are
generally faster, more reliable [33], and less sensitive to
miscalibration and stray fields [34, 35]. Second, the pro-
posal in Ref. [13] uses a switchable input on every elec-
trode in a conditional zone, a multi-bit conditional sig-
nal, and a separate set of DACs for each condition. Our
method, in its full realization, uses one binary signal and
one crossover switch per zone with no additional DAC
channels. Despite the increased constraints, we show that
there is no sacrifice in performance; arbitrary sorting is
possible with low motional excitation and high transport
speeds.

To demonstrate the performance of the C2LR proto-
col, we prepare Yb-Ba and Ba-Sr crystals in their mo-
tional ground state through a combination of Doppler,
electromagnetically-induced-transparency [36] and side-
band cooling. This cooling brings all motional modes to
near their quantum ground state, after which we apply
C2LR operations in either direction followed by its time
reverse to return the ions to the zone center for measure-
ment. We then perform thermometry using the asym-
metry of the motional sidebands to measure the result-
ing excitation [37, 38]. The measurement ion is 171Yb+

for Yb-Ba crystals and 137Ba+ for Ba-Sr, and numeri-
cal analysis assumes a thermal phonon distribution with
mean n̄. We focus on the the axial in-phase (XCOM) and
axial out-of-phase (XSTR) modes as they are the most
relevant modes for current gating schemes [8].

For all presented Yb-Ba measurements, transport se-
quences begin and end in one of the six horizontal legs
where ion fluorescence can be collected with our specific
imaging apparatus, while for all Ba-Sr measurements,
transport sequences begin and end in the two central ver-
tical legs where all desired operations can be tested while
cooling and measurement are calibrated in the minimal
number of locations. These two cases of measurement
location, while a result of particularities of the experi-
mental setups, nevertheless demonstrates that the trap
itself is capable of high quality operation in both verti-
cal and horizontal legs. Note that the axial modes of a
crystal located in a vertical leg retain the labels XCOM

and XSTR despite being rotated in the lab frame.
In Fig. 2(d), we show the resulting thermal occupa-

tion of XCOM and XSTR as a function of speed av-
eraged over all locations and both direction, with this
occupation remaining low up to 8 m/s for Ba-Sr and to
at least 10 m/s for Yb-Ba. The resulting occupation
is dominated by how cold we can prepare the crystals
(n̄XCOM ≈ 0.20 quanta, n̄XSTR ≈ 0.03 quanta), exclud-
ing for Ba-Sr XCOM above 8 m/s. In Fig. 2(e) we show
that the occupancy n̄avg increases linearly as a function
of the number of round trips when running the trans-
port sequence at a fixed speed of 6 m/s, suggesting an
incoherent excitation source. The values of the fits are
displayed in Tab. I.
All aggregated measurements, including C2LR mea-

surements above and swap-or-stay measurements below,
calculate uncertainties on the average n̄avg over the N
individual measurements n̄i using one standard devia-
tion on the mean

√
Var(ni)/N . These N measurements

include variation in shift direction and measurement lo-
cation.

IV. SWAP-OR-STAY

We use the C2LR primitive as the key conditional
step in a 2D sorting operation that we term ‘swap-or-
stay’. The swap-or-stay sequence acts on the entire trap,
swapping a target set of diagonally adjacent qubit pairs
while returning the others to their initial locations af-
ter only intra-leg excursions. Swap-or-stay begins with a
C2LR operation and ends with its time reverse. Between
the conditional shifts are global transports that primar-
ily transport ions into and out of the junction during
which the C2LR electrodes act as generic broadcast elec-
trodes. As these intermediate steps are global, they must
be agnostic to the initial C2LR displacement direction
and therefore accomplish the swap and stay operations
in parallel.
There are four swap-or-stay variations, each acting on

a pair of adjacent crystals but across a different diagonal;
for illustration, consider the swap between the crystal
that is to the left (pair 1) and the one below (pair 2) the
junction (Fig. 3). The swap begins with a conditional
shift towards the junction center for both pairs, i.e. right
for pair 1 and up for pair 2, followed by a continued
upward shift sending pair 2 into the junction. Next, a
rightward shift simultaneously brings pair 2 out of the
junction while pair 1 moves in. After this, pair 1 shifts
down towards its destination, followed by a leftward shift
back through the junction by pair 2. The swap concludes
with the reverse of the initial conditional shifts.
Conversely, the stay operation begins with a condi-

tional shift away from the junction. The global shifts
that follow are small enough that neither pair leaves its
respective leg. The final shift returns both pairs to their
starting locations and, as in the swap case, is the reverse
of the initial conditional shift.
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FIG. 3. Step-by-step depiction of the ion movement dur-
ing a swap-or-stay operation. The pairs are colored based
on their initial locations, with saturation indicating whether
swap (dark, solid) or stay (light, dashed) was chosen. All shift
and rotation operations are global. Rotations of the crystal
at the junction center are required to maintain the correct
crystal order for Yb-Ba but not Ba-Sr crystals

In the case of Yb-Ba, there is an additional crystal axis
rotation between junction transport operations. This ro-
tation reorients the crystal in the plane of the trap so that
the crystal is aligned with the subsequent linear transport
direction with Yb facing the junction. With trajectories
and potential well constraints chosen here combined with
its larger mass ratio, the Ba-Sr crystals orient vertically
at the junction center [27], thereby rendering these rota-
tions irrelevant.

Because the intermediate global transport supports ei-
ther choice of initial C2LR direction, these global shifts
must begin with two wells on each leg of the grid, one
at each potential endpoint of the C2LR operation. The
C2LR condition chooses which of the wells are occupied
after the first step or brought back to the center after the
penultimate one. This multi-well transport through junc-
tions in a broadcast grid presents a challenging problem
given the demands of multispecies junction transport and
the limited number of electrodes per zone. Through ju-
dicious prescription of constraints on the potential wells,
we successfully generated solutions for the required global
shifts with constraints on the wells that enter junctions
based upon previous work [27].

We then characterize the motional excitation and

Crystal operation XCOM n̄avg (q) XSTR n̄avg (q)

Yb-Ba swap 0.56± 0.05 0.31± 0.04
Yb-Ba stay 0.53± 0.09 0.10± 0.02
Ba-Sr swap 0.48± 0.04 0.30± 0.03
Ba-Sr stay 0.25± 0.06 0.08± 0.03

TABLE II. Motional excitation in quanta (q) after a doubled
swap-or-stay operation based on sideband asymmetry for Yb-
Ba and Ba-Sr crystals at the fastest rate before substantial
excitation. The swap-or-stay excitation at a rate (speed) of
2.5 kHz (3.3 m/s) for Yb-Ba and 3.2 kHz (3.0 m/s) for Ba-Sr

achievable speed of the four swap-or-stay permutations
throughout the region of interest. A crystal is moved
sequentially to each location, where it is cooled close to
its motional ground state. A doubled swap-or-stay op-
eration at rate Γswap is then executed, which uncondi-
tionally returns the ions to the measurement zone, and
the resulting excitation of the axial motional modes is
characterized with sideband asymmetry. The total swap
time 1/Γswap consists of the active transport duration,
interpolation time between steps (10 µs per step, Fig. 3),
and, for Yb-Ba, rotation duration (20 µs, Fig. 4(e)). The
varied parameter is the transport duration, determined
by the average speed and the total effective distance trav-
eled of 750 µm, twice the on-grid distance between sites.
When testing the doubled swap operations, both crystal
types perform the same round trip operation, differing
only in where the round trip begins (Fig. 4(f)).

The measured excitation across the swap-or-stays of
interest (Fig. 4(a-d)) clearly demonstrates that we can
perform the operation for both Yb-Ba and Ba-Sr across
a range of rates and grid locations while maintaining the
crystal near its motional ground state. Furthermore, the
spatial uniformity of the performance illustrates the high
degree of translation symmetry achieved in the trap. For
Yb-Ba, we measure the fastest swap before substantial
motional excitation at a rate of 2.5 kHz, corresponding
to linear transport speeds of 3.3 m/s, while for Ba-Sr
this occurs at 3.2 kHz and a speed of 3.0 m/s. The av-
erage resulting excitations are presented in Tab. II. We
do not subtract off the substantial contribution of imper-
fect XCOM ground state cooling (approximately 0.1-0.2
quanta) as the mode occupations mix considerably dur-
ing junction transits [27]. This mixing does imply that
measurement of the axial modes serves as an effective
gauge of the radial mode excitation.

Several features worthy of note emerge from these mea-
surements (Fig. 4(a)-(d)). For large Γswap, the excitation
sharply increases, a sign of the onset of coherent exci-
tation caused by fast transport [27]. For longer trans-
port times (Γswap < 2.0 kHz), the resulting excitation is
dominated by an effective heating rate that is indepen-
dent of operation. In this regime, the motional excita-
tion scales with total transport time 1/Γswap, particularly
for XCOM. This effective heating rate during the trans-
port operations matches closely with the measured static
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FIG. 4. Swap-or-stay performance. (a-d) Resulting occupancy of axial modes following cooling and two swap or two stay
operations as a function of swap rate Γswap. Solid lines are sideband asymmetry measurements averaged across all 8 swap-
or-stay directions and starting locations (n̄avg), faint lines are the 8 individual cases (n̄i), and the dotted lines in (a-b) are
extrapolated temperatures after an equivalent duration of static heating. Error bars represent one standard deviation on the
spatial average n̄avg across all legs to demonstrate the uniformity of the swap-or-stay operation. The total swap time (1/Γswap)
is varied by changing the linear transport speed with additional fixed overhead time due to waveform interpolation [27] and
crystal rotations in the junction. (e) Transport time broken down by operation for Yb-Ba and Ba-Sr at a fixed linear transport
speed of 2 m/s. (f) Despite different starting locations for Yb-Ba (red) and Ba-Sr (teal) crystals, measuring repeated pairs of
swap operations means that both setups measure the same 8 swap operations (arrows).

heating rate (Fig. 6) with an offset from imperfect ini-
tial cooling. This coarse agreement demonstrates the act
of transport itself contributes little motional excitation
until speeds increase to the onset of coherent excitation.

The XSTR static heating rates are substantially
smaller than XCOM; indeed, little heating occurs in
XSTR during a stay operation. However, the junction
transport present in a swap operation alters the fre-
quency and character of the motional modes, resulting
in mixing of motional occupation [27] and an observable
effective XSTR heating rate.

The measurements described were all performed on a
single pair of ions that serially sampled the numerous
wells present in the broadcast transport operations, and
all with identical initial and final measurement locations.
We validated that the transport operations accomplished
their intended outcome in several ways, including a crys-
tal tagging method using Ba-Sr presented in the Sec. D.
To clearly demonstrate the ability of the swap-or-stay
primitive to sort a fully loaded 2D grid trap in paral-
lel, we loaded Yb ions in all eight legs of the region
of interest and implemented a 2D sorting sequence via
swap-or-stay operations. A stop motion video showing
the trajectory of all Yb ions was collected with a com-
plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera
(see Supplementary Video S1).

V. REORDER-OR-NOT

In addition to swapping qubits between zones, a
trapped ion quantum processor may require zone-specific
reordering of ion crystals. Such conditional reorders may
be part of a larger sorting algorithm [39], or simply be
used to correct spontaneous crystal reorders that may
occur after a background gas collision [10, 40]. In close
analogy with the swap-or-stay sequence, we demonstrate
a reorder-or-not operation based on C2LR. This opera-
tion is only demonstrated for Yb-Ba, though nothing in
principle precludes extending it to Ba-Sr.

This reorder-or-not sequence begins and ends with
C2LR, as in swap-or-stay, but with a new intermediate
waveform that holds two potential wells but rotates only
the left one by 180 degrees (Fig. 5(a)). In Fig. 5(b) we
show the resulting excitation of a Yb-Ba crystal following
a reorder-or-not operation as a function of angular speed,
and as a function of number of round trips in Fig. 5(c).
In both Fig. 5(b-c) we average the resulting occupancy
over all six horizontal zones of the trap as well as both
conditions. The error bars represent one standard de-
viation on the average value of the excitation across all
measured zones.

From the multiple reorder-or-not operations performed
sequentially, we can infer heating rates per operation
and compare this to baseline rates. For C2LR transport
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FIG. 5. Reorder-or-not description and performance. (a)
The sequence begins with C2LR, continues with the a two-
well solution where the left well executes a 180 degree rotation
while the right well is static, and ends with the reverse of
the initial C2LR. (b-c) Average occupancy over measurements
zones and conditions of a Yb-Ba crystal following a reorder-or-
not operation as a function of angular speed (b) and number of
round trips (c). The mode occupancy increases approximately
linearly with the number of round trips. Linear fits yield an
added noise per reorder of 19.5 ± 0.9 mq/reorder-or-not for
the XCOM mode and 7± 2 mq/reorder-or-not for the XSTR
mode.

speed of 10 m/s and an angular speed of 79 rad/ms, we
infer (19.5 ± 0.9) × 10−2 quanta/reorder-or-not in the
XCOM mode, and (7 ± 2) × 10−3 quanta/reorder-or-
not for the XSTR mode. Including interpolation time,
reorder-or-not takes 93 µs to complete, and with our mea-
sured XCOM static heating rate of 181 quanta/s pre-
dicts ≈ 16 × 10−3 quanta/reorder-or-not (see Tab. III
for heating rate data). The XSTR mode heats less at
12.3 quanta/s, giving ≈ 1.1 × 10−3 quanta/reorder-or-
not. As in the case of swap-or-stay, the heating inferred
during transport is close to that of our background heat-
ing rates seen in static potential wells with approximately
equivalent axial frequencies.

VI. CONCLUSION

Here we have demonstrated the fundamental building
blocks for scaling ion transport in a grid-based Paul trap,
namely the conditional exchange of crystals between sites
and the reorder of crystals within a site, both requiring
only a fixed number of analog signals independent of the
grid size and one digital input per site. The key novel
ingredient in this demonstration is the C2LR primitive,
a shift whose direction in a given site can be reversed
with the exchange of voltages applied to two particular
electrodes. Incorporating C2LR with global transport
operations realizes the conditional transport operations
presented here, but C2LR could also be combined with
location-dependent control fields, such as focused lasers,
to realize conditional qubit operations such as initializa-
tion, measurement, and gates.
The success of the transport operations, attaining sub-

quanta motional excitation at 3 m/s speeds across mul-
tiple sites in the trap and with crystals of different com-
position, confirms the necessary control for multispecies
junction transport can be realized despite the restrictions
imposed by extensive electrode co-wiring. Looking for-
ward, scaling to a larger grid should improve transport
performance and simplify waveform development as the
trap will more closely resemble a periodic tiling.
While here the voltages for the different C2LR condi-

tions were exchanged in software, that control can readily
be moved in vacuum [41] and even as far downstream as
the trap chip itself through the delivery of binary signals
and integrated double-pole single-throw switches. Com-
pared to analog signals, the delivery of a large number of
binary signals presents minimal technical challenge, and
draws directly from application-specific integrated circuit
techniques used in classical computing. The number of
on-chip switches needed to implement this method for
sorting qubits in a large scale trap are well within the ca-
pabilities of cryogenic CMOS technology, and indeed this
is already an active area of research for ion traps [42, 43].
This demonstration solidifies a key pillar in scaling up

the QCCD architecture that, when combined with other
crucial scalability efforts such as integrating photonics on
chip [44–46] or controlling qubits without lasers [47, 48],
will bring trapped ion quantum computers from the tens
to the thousands of qubits and beyond.
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Appendix A: Effective heating rate during transport

For slow transport speeds (Γswap < 2.0 kHz), we ob-
serve a linear increase in excitation with increased trans-
port time that can be described by an effective heating
rate. The linear fits are plotted in Fig. 6 and the result-
ing effective heating rates are shown in Tab. III alongside
the measured heating rates in the zone centers for Yb-Ba
(Ba-Sr) in multiple horizontal (vertical) zones.
For both Ba-Sr and Yb-Ba, the effective heating rates

of the XCOM modes are comparable to the heating rates
measured in a static well at the zone center (Tab. III),
while XSTR heats significantly more during a swap than
a stay. This good XCOM agreement is despite the com-
plicated behavior that occurs as ions approach the junc-
tion, involving excursions of the crystal off of the pseu-
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leg XCOM XSTR RSTR1 RSTR2 crystal
(r, c) q/s q/s q/s q/s

(0, 0) 141 11.8 17.9 28.2 Yb− Ba
(0, 2) 213 12.2 37.6 28.5 Yb− Ba
(2, 0) 169 13.3 30.6 30.0 Yb− Ba
(2, 2) 167 10.7 27.2 31.2 Yb− Ba
(4, 0) 204 13.7 37.4 33.7 Yb− Ba
(4, 2) 191 11.9 24.4 38.4 Yb− Ba

average 180± 11 12.3± 0.9 29± 3 32± 2 Yb− Ba
swap 183± 19 85± 19 − − Yb− Ba
stay 202± 12 37± 10 − − Yb− Ba

(1, 1) 91 11 14 35 Ba− Sr
(1, 3) 110 8 35 31 Ba− Sr

average 101± 27 10± 3 25± 11 33± 12 Ba− Sr
swap 123± 4 34± 13 − − Ba− Sr
stay 113± 15 8± 3 − − Ba− Sr

TABLE III. . Measured heating rates in quanta per second
(q/s) across the six horizontal (upper table portion) sites for
Yb-Ba and two vertical (lower table portion) sites for Ba-
Sr compared to effective heating rates during swap or stay
extracted from slow transport operations (Fig. 6)

.

dopotential minima, rapidly changing motional mode fre-
quencies and directions, including population exchange
between different normal modes.

Appendix B: Modeling ion transport waveforms

As outlined in previous work [27], we generate a nu-
merical electrostatic model that includes the entire trap
surface. This allows us to estimate the total potential as
a function of position above the trap:

ϕ(x) = ϕpp(x) +
∑
i

ϕi(x), (B1)

where ϕpp(x) is the pseudopotential resulting from the
rf drive and ϕi(x) is the potential generated by control
electrode i. To transport ions between locations in the
grid we find multiple potential wells evenly spaced across
the transport path through a least-squares numerical op-
timization procedure. We then interpolate between these
voltages to form waveforms that can be played out on a
arbitrary waveform generator to effect ion transport.

In typical surface electrode traps the ions are con-
strained to follow paths of minimum pseudopotential to
avoid unnecessary micromotion and concomitant heating
from noise emitted by the rf source. However, in junc-
tions it is well studied that the confinement, which is
defined as C = ∇2ϕ(x) ∝

∑
i ωi can drop precipitously

[27, 49] leaving the ion crystal susceptible to noise due to
the lowered motional frequencies ωi.
It is possible to preserve confinement by allowing the

ions to deviate from the paths of minimum pseudopo-
tential [25, 27, 50]. This has been used successfully to

generate low heating transport waveforms through junc-
tion based ion traps [27], and is the strategy used in this
work.

Appendix C: Static potential well frequencies

A key component of our broadcast electrode scheme is
the uniformity/periodicity of the trap zones. One experi-
mentally accessible proxy for this uniformity, in addition
to the success of transport operations in different legs
presented in the main text, is the consistency of the mo-
tional mode frequencies from leg to leg (using Yb-Ba).
These frequencies are presented in six legs for Yb-Ba in
Tab. IV.

Appendix D: Validation of swap-or-stay transport
operations

As we can run transport with the Yb-Ba (Ba-Sr) crys-
tals remaining in their quantum ground state, and that
this agrees with our numerical simulations, is sufficient
evidence that the swap/stay is being completed as ex-
pected.
To directly verify the intended outcome of the opera-

tion in parallel operation, two Ba-Sr crystals were loaded
into adjacent horizontal and vertical zones. The two crys-
tals are Doppler cooled using a pair of co-propagating 422
nm and 493 nm beams aligned at 45 degrees to the grid
axis, illuminating both crystals simultaneously, with re-
pump beams (at 1092 nm and 650 nm) delivered as sheet
beams. A single 1762 nm beam aligned with the vertical
leg drives transitions between the 6S1/2 to 5D5/2 states

of the Ba ion. The 5D5/2 state is isolated from the flu-
orescence cycling transitions, and so the ion is dark if
driven to this ’shelved’ state [5].
A sequence of either swaps or stays with a π pulse on

the shelving transition results in a clear demonstration of
successful swaps and stays with two crystals in parallel.
During repeated stay operations, the Ba in the vertical
leg is driven to the 5D5/2 state or back every cycle, and
therefore oscillates between bright or dark with a period
of two operations, while the Ba in the horizontal leg re-
mains bright at all times. For the swap case, the Ba that
is initially shelved in the vertical zone then swaps to the
horizontal zone, where it remains dark until it returns to
the vertical zone after the next swap (Fig. 7). The toggle
between bright and dark is half as fast because it was
twice the ions to shelve, resulting in oscillations between
bright and dark in both zones with twice the period (4
operations) of the stay case.
A third experimental setup and nominally identical

trap went farther and demonstrated basic sorting using
the swap-or-stay operation. A 369 nm sheet beam was
used to address single 171Yb ions in a fully loaded sec-
tion of a 3× 2 section of the grid trap, and the resulting
fluorescence was detected by a CMOS camera spanning
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leg XCOM XSTR RSTR1 RSTR2
(r, c) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

(0, 0) 1.45944 2.56496 2.15928 2.03187
(0, 2) 1.46225 2.56298 2.14316 2.02713
(2, 0) 1.46375 2.56526 2.17374 2.054441
(2, 2) 1.46440 2.56589 2.16279 2.04457
(4, 0) 1.46176 2.55997 2.15341 2.03401
(4, 2) 1.46060 11.9 2.14302 2.01260

average 1.4620± 7× 10−4 2.5634± 9× 10−4 2.155± 4× 10−3 2.034± 5× 10−3

TABLE IV. . The axial center-of-mass and axial/radial stretch mode frequencies of a Yb-Ba crystal in a static well in each leg
differ on the single kHz scale.
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FIG. 7. The Ba fluorescence of two Ba-Sr crystals in two
diagonally adjacent legs is measured after a number of either
swap or stay operations. The crystals are ‘tagged’ using 1762
nm light resonant with the shelving transition 6S1/2 to 5D5/2.
A π-pulse on this transition is driven just before fluorescence
is measured. During the repeated stay operations, this results
in the Ba in the vertical leg oscillating between dark (shelved)
and bright (ground state) with a period of two, while both
legs oscillate with twice the period during the repeated swap
operation

the entire grid section of the trap. In Supplementary
Video S1, using the exact same voltage waveforms for the
Yb-Ba data shown in the main text, we show swapping of
Yb ions between the vertical zones and horizontal zones
above and to the left. We chose to record the video using
a third experimental setup as this system had a sheet
beam and camera setup that was capable of imaging the
entire 3 × 2 grid section of the trap. Single Yb atoms
were used since a Ba sheet beam was not immediately
available.
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